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Abstract. A new stable method for the reduction of rectangular dense matrices to bidiagonal
form has been proposed recently. This is a one-sided method since it can be entirely expressed in
terms of operations with (full) columns of the matrix under transformation. The algorithm is well
suited to parallel computing and, in order to make it even more attractive for distributed memory
systems, we introduce a modiﬁcation which halves the number of communication instances. In
this paper we present such a modiﬁcation. A block organization of the algorithm to use level 3
BLAS routines seems diﬃcult and, at least for the moment, it relies upon level 2 BLAS routines.
Nevertheless, we found that our sequential code is competitive with the LAPACK DGEBRD routine.
We also compare the time taken by our parallel codes and the ScaLAPACK PDGEBRD routine. We
investigated the best data distribution schemes for the diﬀerent codes and we can state that our
parallel codes are also competitive with the ScaLAPACK routine.
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1. Introduction. The problem of computing the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of a matrix is one of the most important operations in numerical linear algebra
and is employed in a variety of applications. The SVD is deﬁned as follows.
For any rectangular matrix A ∈ Rm×n (we will assume that m ≥ n), there exist
two orthogonal matrices U ∈ Rm×m and V ∈ Rn×n and a matrix Σ = [ΣA0 ] ∈ Rm×n,
where ΣA = diag (σ1, . . . , σn) is a diagonal matrix, such that A = UΣV
t. The values
σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σn ≥ 0 are called the singular values of A.
To compute the SVD of a dense matrix, an important class of methods starts
with Householder bidiagonalization [11], [12], [14], [15], [19], [20], [21], reducing A to
upper bidiagonal form B ∈ Rn×n, from which the singular values are computed in an
iterative manner [2], [16], [18], [22].
The Householder bidiagonalization computes UB ∈ Rm×m and VB ∈ Rn×n, as
products of Householder matrices, such that
(1) A = UB
[
B
0
]
V tB , where B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
α1 β2
α2
. . .
. . . βn
αn
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
The classical method for producing this decomposition is a two-sided algorithm
which employs both premultiplication and postmultiplication by Householder matri-
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ces. In order to establish an algorithm which is better suited to parallel implemen-
tation than the standard bidiagonalization method, Ralha [25], [26], and Ralha and
Mackiewicz [27] proposed a new technique that uses only multiplication on the right
side of A by Householder matrices. Inspired by Ralha’s method, Barlow, Bosner,
and Drmacˇ [4] proposed a new stable method for the reduction of rectangular dense
matrices to the bidiagonal form.
In this paper we present both methods and propose a modiﬁcation to the Barlow
method which halves the number of communication instances in the parallel imple-
mentation, making the algorithm even more attractive for distributed memory sys-
tems.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the new bidiagonaliza-
tion methods. Section 3 deals with the sequential and parallel implementations, using
LAPACK [1] and ScaLAPACK [8] routines. In section 4 we analyze the experimental
results of our numerical tests. Section 5 summarizes our conclusions and future work.
2. New bidiagonalization methods.
2.1. Ralha bidiagonal reduction. Given a rectangular dense matrix A ∈
R
m×n, the bidiagonalization method proposed by Ralha is comprised of two stages.
The ﬁrst stage consists of a sequence of n− 2 Householder transformations
(2) Ar = Ar−1 · diag (Ir, Hr) (r = 1, . . . , n− 2),
where Ir is the identity matrix of order r, A0 = A, and the columns ai and aj of the
ﬁnal matrix An−2 satisfy
(3) atiaj = 0 for |i− j| > 1.
This can be understood as an implicit reduction of the symmetric semideﬁnite positive
matrix AtA to tridiagonal form. In the rth step, the construction of the Householder
vector vr in
(4) Hr = In−r − 2
vtrvr
vrv
t
r
requires the computation of n− r dot products involving the appropriate columns of
Ar−1.
Having produced An−2, the second stage is a variant of the Gram–Schmidt or-
thogonalization method that produces the factorization An−2 = QB, where B is the
required upper bidiagonal matrix.
Representing by ai and qi the columns of An−2 and Q, respectively, we have
(5)
[
a1 · · · ai · · · an
]
=
[
q1 · · · qi · · · qn
]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
α1 β2
α2
. . .
. . . βi
αi
. . .
. . . βn
αn
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
with
(6) q1 =
a1
α1
, qi =
ai − βiqi−1
αi
(i = 2, . . . , n) .
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Each βi is chosen to make qi orthogonal to qi−1, and each αi is such that ‖qi‖2 = 1;
with these conditions, we get from (6)
α1 = ‖a1‖2 ,(7)
βi = a
t
iqi−1 (i = 2, . . . , n) ,
αi = ‖ai − βiqi−1‖2 (i = 2, . . . , n) .
The ﬁrst stage of this method is perfectly stable in the sense that the computed
A˜n−2 satisﬁes
(8) A˜n−2 = (A+ E)P,
where P is exactly orthogonal and
(9) ‖E‖2 ≤ g(m,n)εM ‖A‖2
for some modestly growing function g(m,n) and machine epsilon εM [24, pp. 94–96].
Furthermore, if A = DX, where D is diagonal and cond(X)  cond(A), then these
one-sided orthogonal transformations preserve the small singular values better than
two-sided transformations [10].
It may happen that some nonadjacent columns of A˜n−2 are not orthogonal to
working precision1 and, even when all those columns are numerically orthogonal, the
process of producing a bidiagonal B from A˜n−2 may bring trouble. To give an insight
into the problem, consider the following triangular matrix:
R =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 0 0 0
0 10−9 1 10−9 10−7
0 0 10−3 10−6 −10−4
0 0 0 1 10−11
0 0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
We have
RtR =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 + 10−18 10−9 10−18 10−16
0 10−9 1 + 10−6 2× 10−9 0
0 10−18 2× 10−9 1 +O(10−12) O(−10−10)
0 10−16 0 O(−10−10) 1 +O(10−8)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
which diﬀers from a tridiagonal matrix by quantities not larger than 10−16. If
A = QR, with Q orthogonal, then AtA = RtR and the nonadjacent columns of
A are orthogonal to working precision; however, from the uniqueness of the QR de-
composition, it follows that there is no bidiagonal B satisfying A = QB; in other
words, small perturbations outside the tridiagonal band of AtA cause much larger (as
large as O(10−4) in this case) perturbations in B; i.e., the problem is ill-conditioned.
1See [26] for an example: the Lauchli matrix L(n, μ) with n = 7 and μ = εM .
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2.2. Barlow bidiagonal reduction. Barlow, Bosner, and Drmacˇ [4] recently
proposed a stable algorithm which consists, essentially, in interleaving the two stages
of Ralha’s method. More precisely,
1. the vector qr is computed immediately after applying the Householder trans-
formation Hr; and
2. the Householder vector used in the transformation Hr+1 is computed from
xr = A (:, r + 1 : n)
t
qr.
Those authors also noted that the computation of the dot product βr = q
t
r−1A (:, r)
may be avoided (this is also the case with Ralha’s algorithm); in [4], an extensive er-
ror analysis of the proposed algorithm is carried out which shows that the method is
always able to compute an upper bidiagonal matrix B in a backward stable manner.
That is, we have, for each k = 1, . . . , n,
(10) |σk(B)− σk(A)| ≤ f(m,n)εM ‖A‖2 +O
(
ε2M
)
for some modestly growing function f(m,n). As was already the case with Ralha’s
bidiagonalization, there are ill-conditioned matrices where this algorithm obtains
small relative errors for all the singular values [26], [10]. Furthermore, the orthogo-
nality of the columns of U is similar to that of the matrix Q in the QR factorization
by the modiﬁed Gram–Schmidt method [6], [7]; that is, U may be far from orthogonal
(see [4, Example 3.1]). Nevertheless, the leading left singular vectors of A can be
recovered with good orthogonality (see [4, Corollary 3.20]).
The algorithm may be stated simply as follows (for a more complete statement
see [4]).
Algorithm 1 (Barlow bidiagonal reduction).
for r = 1 : n− 2
αr = ‖A (:, r)‖2
qr =
A(:,r)
αr
xr = A (:, r + 1 : n)
t
qr
compute Hr such that H
t
rxr = βr+1e1
A (:, r + 1 : n) = A (:, r + 1 : n)Hr
A (:, r + 1) = A (:, r + 1)− βr+1qr
end
αn−1 = ‖A (:, n− 1)‖2
qn−1 =
A(:,n−1)
αn−1
βn = q
t
n−1A (:, n)
A (:, n) = A (:, n)− βnqn−1
αn = ‖A (:, n)‖2
qn =
A(:,n)
αn
2.3. Modiﬁed Barlow bidiagonal reduction. The advantages of one-sided
transformations for parallel bidiagonalization on a multiprocessor system with dis-
tributed memory were ﬁrst discussed in [25]. The best data decomposition consists
in assigning to each one of p processors a number of rows of the matrix under trans-
formation, that is, a segment of length m/p of each column (we are assuming, for
simplicity, that p is a divisor of m; if this is not the case, then each processor should
get either floor(m/p) or floor(m/p) + 1 rows). According to the ideas proposed in
[25], in the rth step, each processor gets a copy of the entire vector xr and computes
its own copy of the corresponding Householder vector. So, there is some redundancy
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in the computation, but its negative eﬀect in the overall eﬃciency is not dramatic
when m/p is large (see [25]). The reward for this approach is two-fold: the load bal-
ancing is optimal and interprocessor communication is required only for the n− r+1
dot products involved in the computation of the norm αr and the vector xr.
Following this strategy, in the parallel implementation of Barlow’s method, a
communication event, involving all processors, is required to compute αr alone. Then,
a normalization is carried out to produce qr, and this will be followed by a second
communication event involving the processors in the computation of the n − r dot
products xr = A (:, r + 1 : n)
t
qr.
These two communication events may be reduced to only one if we postpone the
normalization of the rth column of Ar; that is, the processors cooperate in the global
task of computing the n− r+1 dot products xr = A (:, r : n)tA (:, r) and, from these,
each processor will compute locally αr =
√
xr (1), where xr (1) = A (:, r)
t
A (:, r), and
the local segment of qr = A (:, r) /αr. Observe that xr(2 : n− r + 1) diﬀers from the
vector xr computed in Barlow’s method by a factor equal to αr, but there is no need
to perform a scaling of xr(2 : n − r + 1) since the resulting Householder reﬂector in
(4) is invariant under such a scaling. However, in the computation of the oﬀ-diagonal
element we must take into account that the relation
(11) βr+1 =
‖xr(2 : n− r + 1)‖2
αr
holds in each step.
An essential ingredient in the proof presented in [4] for the error bound given in
(10) is the fact that, in each step, the computed Ar is the exact product (Ar−1+Er) ·
diag (Ir, Hr), where Hr is the exact Householder reﬂector corresponding to the vector
xr of the inner products and ‖Er‖2 ≤ O(εM ) ‖Ar−1‖2. This matrix Er encapsulates
the errors in the approximation vˆr computed for the exact vector vr and also the
errors produced in the update Ar−1 · diag(Ir, Hˆr), with Hˆr = In−r − 2vˆtr vˆr vˆrvˆ
t
r. In the
modiﬁed method, a slightly diﬀerent approximation v˜r will be produced (for a detailed
error analysis in the computation of the Householder vector see [30, pp. 152–157]),
but, similarly to vˆr, v˜r deﬁnes a Householder reﬂector, say, H˜r, that is very close to
the exact one; i.e., we have ‖H˜r −Hr‖2 = O(εM ). We therefore claim that the error
analysis given in [4] also applies to our modiﬁed method.
Our proposal does not change the arithmetic complexity of Barlow’s method
and does not reduce the volume of data to be transferred but halves the number
of communication events, therefore reducing the overhead caused by the latency in
the communications. The total cost of communication depends upon the parallel
computation of the inner products only; in [25] it is shown that, on a simple chain of
processors, this cost is approximately given by
(12) p
n2
2
(tflop + 2tcom) ,
where tflop represents the time taken by one ﬂoating point operation and tcom stands
for the time required to pass a ﬂoating point number from one processor to another.
The factor p in (12) essentially reﬂects the diameter of the network and may be
replaced by
√
p in the case of a square grid.
The computation of αn−1 and βn may also be arranged in a way that saves one
communication event in the parallel implementation. As in the previous steps, we
may use communication to get xn−1 = A (:, n− 1 : n)tA (:, n− 1) in each processor;
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then, we have
(13) αn−1 =
√
xn−1 (1) and βn = xn−1 (2) /αn−1.
In practical implementations of these algorithms, qr may overwrite A(:, r) to
reduce the volume of the storage required. In the next section we do so.
3. Sequential and parallel implementations. In this section we describe the
methodology used to develop our sequential and parallel implementations. The same
methodology was applied to all implementations, but from now on we will refer only
to the sequential and parallel implementations of the modiﬁed Barlow method.
In order to obtain high portability and eﬃciency, all our implementations use,
as much as possible, LAPACK and ScaLAPACK routines. It must be stressed that
our implementations rely on level 2 BLAS routines [17]. A block organization of the
Barlow method has been under development by Bosner and Barlow (see [9]), who
have reported signiﬁcant reduction in the execution time of the sequential algorithm,
depending upon the size of the matrices. However, those authors also found that for
parallel processing the nonblocked algorithm is preferred due to large overheads in
the block version.
From our sequential codes we obtained the corresponding parallel codes by trans-
lating the BLAS and the LAPACK routines into calls of the equivalent parallel rou-
tines of PBLAS [13] and ScaLAPACK. This translation process takes into account the
data distribution and the corresponding rules to convert sequential LAPACK-based
programs into parallel ScaLAPACK-based programs.
Our parallel implementation of the modiﬁed Barlow method, including the cor-
responding PBLAS and ScaLAPACK routines, is stated as follows.
Algorithm 2 (parallel implementation).
Get the context of ScaLAPACK’s process grid BLACS GRIDINFO
Create ScaLAPACK’s descriptor for xr DESCINIT
for r = 1 : n− 2
xr = A (:, r : n)
t
A (:, r) PxGEMV
αr =
√
xr (1)
A (:, r) = A(:,r)αr PxSCAL
compute Hr such that H
t
rxr (2 : n− r + 1) = φre1 PxLARFG
A (:, r + 1 : n) = A (:, r + 1 : n)Hr PxLARF
βr+1 =
φr
αr
A (:, r + 1) = A (:, r + 1)− βr+1A (:, r) PxAXPY
end
xn−1 = A (:, n− 1 : n)tA (:, n− 1) PxGEMV
αn−1 =
√
xn−1 (1)
βn = xn−1 (2) /αn−1
A (:, n− 1) = A(:,n−1)αn−1 PxSCAL
A (:, n) = A (:, n)− βnA (:, n− 1) PxAXPY
αn = ‖A (:, n)‖2 PxNRM 2
A (:, n) = A(:,n)αn PxSCAL
With the ScaLAPACK data distribution, which follows a two-dimensional block
cyclic scheme, we manage to assign m/p rows (not contiguous) to each processor by
reducing the grid to a single column of processors. We emphasize that, as a direct con-
sequence of the use of the routines from ScaLAPACK, we have not fully implemented
the parallel algorithm as presented in the previous section. In our implementation,
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the computation of the inner products is carried out with PxGEMV and, as follows
from the array descriptor that we have used, the resulting vector xr is stored on a
single processor (processor 0, say). As a consequence of this distribution, during the
execution of PxLARFG, the computation of φr is carried out on processor 0 only and
no communication is required. The application of the Householder reﬂectors (with
PxLARF) requires communication to make the value φr available on each processor.
Finally, we note that, in applications where it is not necessary to produce a matrix
Q with normalized columns, we may change Algorithm 2 in a way that reduces the
number of ﬂoating point divisions. This consists of removing the scaling operations
A(:, r) = A(:, r)/αr (PxSCAL) for r = 1, . . . , n and rewriting the PxAXPY operations
as A(:, r + 1) = A(:, r + 1) − βr+1αr A(:, r) for r = 1, . . . , n − 1, with a total savings of
mn− (n− 1) divisions.
4. Experimental results.
4.1. Introduction. In this section we analyze the execution times of our im-
plementations, obtained on a cluster with 20 biprocessor nodes where each node is
a Pentium Xeon at 2GHz, 1GB of RAM, and Redhat Linux operating system. The
nodes are connected through a SCI network, organized in a 4× 5 2D torus grid. Each
node has been treated as a single processor machine and the biprocessor feature has
not been exploited. Unfortunately, only 10 nodes of the cluster were available for our
computational tests.
All experiments were performed using Fortran 90 and IEEE standard double
precision ﬂoating point arithmetic [23]. As already said, we made use of LAPACK and
ScaLAPACK routines in order to ensure a high level of portability and eﬃciency of our
implementations. The communications in ScaLAPACK were carried out using Scali
MPI [28], which is an optimized implementation of the standard MPI communication
library [29] for SCI networks.
In all experiments, the execution times were measured in seconds, and the test
matrices (rectangular matrices with sizes ranging from 10000× 1000 to 10000× 4500
and square matrices with sizes ranging from 1000×1000 to 4500×4500) were generated
randomly.
The execution times that will be reported are strictly for the process of producing
the bidiagonal; i.e., no accumulation of the orthogonal transformations was carried
out.
4.2. Sequential codes. In Figure 1 we compare the execution times of the
LAPACK routine DGEBRD and our sequential codes for the case of rectangular
matrices. If m is much larger than n, it is more eﬃcient to carry out an initial QR
decomposition [11]. In our tests we have not done this, mainly because PDGEBRD
(from ScaLAPACK) also does not perform such a decomposition. As can be seen,
the new bidiagonalization methods have similar execution times, and, in general, our
sequential codes are competitive with DGEBRD.
The number of ﬂops involved in the new methods is approximately equal to 3mn2
ﬂops and the operation count for DGEBRD is 4mn2 − 4/3n3; therefore, the new
methods require fewer ﬂops whenever m > 43n [4], [25]. For m ﬁxed, the new methods
are less competitive as n grows. For m = 10000 and n = 4000, DGEBRD uses about
4
3 the number of ﬂops required by the new method. However, looking at Figure 1,
we see that the execution times are almost equal. This is because DGEBRD applies
block updates of the form A−UXt−Y V t using two calls to the level 3 BLAS routine
DGEMM; these calls account for about half the work [1] and make the code more
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Fig. 1. DGEBRD versus new methods (rectangular matrices).
eﬃcient. The new methods are based upon level 2 BLAS routines; i.e., the ratio of
ﬂoating point operations to memory references is lower.
4.3. Parallel codes. In this section we compare, in terms of the execution times
measured, the ScaLAPACK routine PDGEBRD and our parallel codes. We have
observed that there is a nonnegligible inﬂuence of the sizes of the rectangular grid used
for the conﬁguration of the processors. Unlike the ScaLAPACK routine, our parallel
implementations perform better on a grid with a single column. In the following
comparisons we will always use the best execution time.
In Figure 2 we report the execution times of the Barlow and the modiﬁed Barlow
parallel codes running on 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 processors for rectangular matrices. For
each n (number of columns), there are ﬁve pairs of consecutive bars, one pair for
each value of p (number of processors). On each pair, the dark bar corresponds to
the Barlow method, and the white bar corresponds to the modiﬁed method. The
gain that can be observed for the parallel implementation of the modiﬁed method
is not impressive. This is not surprising because our computational platform has
eﬃcient communication, as one can conclude from the high eﬃciency obtained for
all the parallel algorithms. Since the modiﬁed method reduces the communication
overheads, we expect the gain to be much more signiﬁcant on a system where the cost
of the communications is heavier (a loosely coupled network of personal computers,
for example).
Figure 3 allows a comparison of the execution times of PDGEBRD and the mod-
iﬁed method on 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 processors. Again, for each n, there are ﬁve pairs
of consecutive bars, dark and white, the dark bar corresponding to PDGEBRD, and
the white bar to the modiﬁed method. As can be seen, on two processors our code
is slower than PDGEBRD, but the situation is reversed as we increase the number
of processors. At this point, in our experiments, we were very sorry to not have the
opportunity to use many more processors since we do believe that the new method has
better scalability than the ScaLAPACK routine. In section 5 we justify this conviction
with some arguments.
In Figure 4, for each n, we give the eﬃciency obtained for PDGEBRD (dark) and
for the parallel code of the modiﬁed Barlow algorithm (white), running on 2, 4, 6, 8,
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Fig. 2. Barlow’s versus modiﬁed (rectangular matrices).
Fig. 3. PDGEBRD versus modiﬁed (rectangular matrices).
and 10 processors. The eﬃciency is computed according to the usual formula:
(14) Eﬃciency =
Execution time on a single processor
p× (Execution time on p processors) .
Finally, to illustrate the inﬂuence of the processors grid, we ran PDGEBRD on
a linear array of processors. This causes a signiﬁcant degradation of the eﬃciency of
PDGEBRD (compare the dark bars for eﬃciency in Figures 4 and 5), and, in this
case, the new code is clearly more eﬃcient.
5. Conclusions and future work. Inspired by an algorithm proposed by one
of us, Barlow, Bosner, and Drmacˇ recently presented a backward stable method for
the reduction of a matrix to bidiagonal form.
We have presented parallel implementations of the method as proposed by those
authors and also of a modiﬁed method that halves the number of communication
events.
The advantages of one-sided transformations over two-sided methods for parallel
bidiagonalization have been explained in detail in [25]. The parallel code for the one-
sided algorithm is essentially the sequential code with a procedure to compute the dot
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Fig. 4. PDGEBRD versus modiﬁed (eﬃciency).
Fig. 5. PDGEBRD versus modiﬁed (eﬃciency on a linear array of processors).
products in parallel. This procedure (dubbed GLOBAL.SDOT in [25]) encapsulates
all the communication that is required in the parallel algorithm, provided that each
processor gets full rows of the matrix. For this reason we do not use a two-dimensional
block cyclic distribution. Note that the ScaLAPACK routine PDGEBRD does require
communication not only to compute the dot products but also to compute and ap-
ply the Householder reﬂectors. Our one-dimensional distribution, together with the
acceptance of some redundancy in the arithmetic, due to the computation of the
Householder vectors, produces a parallel algorithm which is well load-balanced and
reduces signiﬁcantly the communication needs, as compared to the ScaLAPACK code.
The communication overhead expressed in (12) allows us to conclude (see [25]) that
our parallel algorithm is eﬃcient provided that m/p is large enough.
We have described the methodology employed to develop our sequential and paral-
lel codes which intends to use, as much as possible, calls of LAPACK and ScaLAPACK
routines, in order to obtain high levels of portability and eﬃciency.
Our results show that the sequential code for the new method is competitive with
the LAPACK routine DGEBRD; although for square matrices we found DGEBRD to
be faster. This is not surprising since DGEBRD requires in this case about 83n
3 ﬂops
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and the new method uses 13n
3 additional ﬂops. Furthermore, DGEBRD has a better
ratio of ﬂoating point operations to memory references, because it uses level 2 and
level 3 BLAS, whereas the new algorithm does not use any level 3 BLAS routine. Even
so, without an initial QR decomposition, the new method is faster than DGEBRD if
m is much larger than n (in our tests, this happened with m = 10000 and n = 3500).
Our experimental results on a multiprocessor system do not show as clearly as we
expected initially the superiority of the new method. There is a very good reason for
this: the ScaLAPACK routine PDGEBRD proved to be very eﬃcient in our tests; this
is due to the fact that the communications in our machine are fast and also because
we used a maximum of 10 processors only. Since the new algorithm reduces the
communication overheads, its virtues will emerge whenever the cost of communication
becomes higher comparatively to computation time (a larger number of processors
and/or slower communications). Nevertheless, for rectangular matrices our parallel
code was marginally faster than PDGEBRD. We expect to be able to use a larger
number of processors in the very near future in order to be able to support our claim
that the new method has better scalability than the ScaLAPACK routine.
The modiﬁcation proposed in this paper for the new algorithm reduces to half
the number of communication events. In our tests, the gain has not been dramatic,
but it may be much more signiﬁcant on systems with a larger number of processors
and/or larger latency in the communications.
To conclude, let us express our view that the new algorithm is very promising
for parallel processing. There is still scope to optimize our code and to make it even
more competitive with the highly optimized code of the ScaLAPACK routine.
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